
I
n the Hall of Five Hundred at the

Palazzo Vecchio, the city hall of Flor-

ence, tourists
are craning their necks

and staring upward. They’re trying to

spot the words “cerca trova” — “seek

and you shall find” — on a Vasari

mural that figures in the plot of “Infer-

no,” the latest bestseller by Dan

Brown. (Hint: You need binoculars.) In

his latest book, Brown has art histori-

an Robert Langdon racing across Florence in

pursuit of a bad guy who’s obsessed with Dante

Alighieri, the author of the original “Inferno.”

The hall is magnificent, but I’m in Florence on

a different mission: to seek out what’s left of

Dante’s medieval world. Would the great poet

recognize anything in this city so dominated by

Renaissance art and architecture if he were to

return? The last time he walked these streets,

after all, was 700 years ago.

This morning, when I crossed the L-shaped

Piazza della Signoria to reach the Palazzo Vec-

chio, I was literally following in Dante’s foot-

steps. Dante would have come to this turn-

of-the-14th-century building often when it was

known as the Palazzo dei Priori, housing the

city’s priors, or municipal councilmen. Dante

served as a prior in 1300. But now all that’s left of

the poet in this palace is his so-called death mask

(also part of Brown’s Dante-inspired plot).

I mount a steep staircase and find the mask to

the left of the hall’s back balcony. Not even a real

death mask, it’s a reconstruction based on

written descriptions and measurements of the

poet’s skull. An eerie-looking object, it sits in a

box all by itself atop a bureau in a bare, narrow

corridor, looking like a discarded artifact. I can’t
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After 700 years, the poet’s Florence is

surrounded by change, but he’s still its star
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SittingonthebackoftheVespa, Iwatchthedark
green sedan inch closer and closer. We’re stopped
at a traffic light, and the car’s Italian driver,
chattingbusilyonhiscellphone, isn’tpayingatten-
tion. Just as his vehicle drifts across the lane and
threatens toknock intous, thedriverofmyscooter
slams her palm down on the hood. Startled, the
man snaps back to reality and hits the brakes.

Thelightchanges,andourVespahurtlesforward,
leavingthechaoticknotofRomantraffic inthedust.

Ciao, amici!
Thiswasn’tmyfirstAudreyHepburnmomentin

Rome. Several months earlier, I’d clung to a friend
as he scooted us to dinner on an all-too-brief ride
that was both a wind-blowing-through-my-hair
thrill, taking us past dramatically lit churches and
ruins, and a white-knuckle terror as we swerved
around distracted drivers and gaping tourists.

Italians’ love affair with the Vespa has been
going on since 1946, when the manufacturer Piag-
gio first introduced the wasp-shaped scooter (ves-
pa means wasp in Italian) to the market. When
Audrey Hepburn and Gregory Peck buzzed
throughtheItaliancapital in the1953 film“Roman
Holiday” — the first in a long line of actors to pose
astrideaVespa— thescooter’spopularity shot into
overdrive. Today, the Vespa is one of many modern
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Roam in today’s chariot
From the seat of a Vespa,
the Eternal City takes on

an enchanting perspective
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A ride of your life: Annie Ojile, center with blue helmet, is the brains behind Scooteroma tours.

Medieval genius? A reconstruction of writer Dante Alighieri’s so-called death mask, left, is

displayed in the Palazzo Vecchio. Above, a sunny afternoon at the Piazza di San Giovanni.
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BY MARGO HAMMOND
Special to The Washington Post

VIEW FINDER A Washington Post photographer travels around Italy,

capturing its many stunning vistas on camera. F6

ALSO INSIDE The Navigator on a proposed change in how we purchase plane tickets. F2 Bed Check gets comfy in a trendy hotel in
(well, near) Richmond. F2 What a Trip does a double-take in the Caribbean. F3 Escapes hits the (grass) slopes in Virginia. F8


